
SERMON NOTES  October 16, 2022 

Mt.13.47-52  - #185 

“The Great Judgement” 
 

 THE PARABLE OF THE DRAGNET – J_____________________ 13.47–50 

Jesus focuses again on the J_________________ connected with the kingdom. 

I. THE PICTURE  VV.47–48 

The activity Jesus uses was especially F_______________ to those who lived near the Sea of Galilee. 

On the Sea of Galilee three basic methods of fishing were used, all of which are still used there today.  

II. THE PRINCIPLE  V.49 

Jesus explains that the separation of good & bad represents God’s J___________ at the end of the 

age. The parable of the wheat and tares illustrates the C______________ of believers and unbelievers. 

During the present era (the Church age), God P_______________ unbelief and unrighteousness.  

The first phase of judgment will be the S_______________ of the wicked from among the righteous. 

The dragnet of judgment moves S____________ through mankind for final separation to their ultimate 

destiny. 

Men move about within that net thinking they have E_______________. 

They may be briefly moved by the grace of the gospel oblivious to the things of E______________  

Jesus is speaking of judgment in G____________l, with special focus on the final judgment at the 

G_____________ W______________ throne (Re.20.11–15).  

Angels are the Lord’s I_______________________ of separation and execution of sentence (Jn.5.29). 

The emphasis is exclusively on the S_____________ of believers from unbelievers. (Mt.24.38, 40-41). 

God does N___ desire that anyone perish (II Pe.3.9) – nor takes pleasure in the wicked’s death. (Ez.18) 

He warned about hell not to put people in agony but to S________ them from it.  

Hell was not even created for men but for the D___________ and his fallen angels (Mt.25.41). 

He warned about hell not to put people in agony but to S__________ them from it. 

III. THE PERIL  V.50 

Jesus spoke M________ of hell than any of the prophets or apostles - it had special E____________. 

On many occasions Jesus alludes to hell & warns about D________________ (5.20; 7.13,19,23,27; 

10.28; 12.36; 16.18; 18.8-9; 21.43-44; 23.14-15; 24.40-41,51; 25.30,46; Mk.3.29;Lk.12.9-10,46;16.23; 

Jn.5.29; 15.6). 

There will be no P_____________ at all in hell - only its punishment. 

The human mind cannot begin to conceive of the E____________ horror that is hell.  

First, hell is a place of C___________ T_________________, misery, pain.  

Second, hell will involve the torment of both B________ & S__________.  

➢ Believers will be fitted with R_________ bodies so they can E____ the glories of heaven forever. 

➢ Unbelievers, with bodies so they can E________ the torments of hell without being D_________. 

T________, the torments of hell will be E______________ in varying D____________.  

➢ Everyone in hell the suffering will be intense and P________ and some, greater torment.(He.10) 

Fourth, the torment of hell will be E________________  

➢ People in hell will experience the total absence of H__________. 

 THE PARABLE OF THE HOUSEHOLDER: P____________________________  vv.51–52 

➢ Do you see that the final S__________ is inescapable, and that the fate of both is E___________. 

The head of a household was responsible for the entire W____________ of the family. 

The wise householder was frugal and was careful not to W____________ the supplies. 

The twelve disciples (L________) would become the twelve apostles (S_______ ones). 



In this context “brings out” connotes G__________ - giving out the truth of God both wisely and liberally.  

The gospel is not simply the offer of heaven but a W__________ about hell. ( II Co.5.11) 

A person does not have to choose hell to go there - he only has to R__________ Jesus - or do nothing 

at all. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Those who love Christ, & love the world’s people – 

must warn of the I_______________ & eternal danger  

that faces E__________ person apart from Him. 

 


